We had a VERY windy friday. A steady 18~20knots, then increasing to 20~25. Perfect for testing
out the 127x38.

I was very powered on my Speed7m (about the same as a 10~11m LEI), but was able to maintain
control due to the flex-tips on the 127. - Awesome!

The flex activates more rocker when powered & when you need it most. It just works great!
Two other very experienced riders gave the board a test ride & were impressed!

We have the luck to be part of birth, growth and evolution of kiteboarding – one of the youngest and the fastest developing sports in the

One of the two riders is a pro-rider. After the first rider came in to return the board & was

world that brings unbelievable possibilities of riding, planning, carving but also high jumps, loops and many other unimaginable moves

commenting on how nice it rode, he was curious & asked to give it a test.

and tricks. Despite the fact kiteboarding will raise your adrenaline level, it is sport for everyone. Don't you think so? Turn over the next

He said he would only give it a short test, but he ended up riding it for almost an hour because
he liked it so much!!

pages of our catalogue. Are you already „in“? Just choose the right board for you.

When he returned the board to me, he kept telling me about how much fun he had riding it, and
that it was so comfortable!

More than 15 years in world of windsurfing, surfing and kitesurfing, cooperation with many famous pro riders, test riders, hundreds days

Kaito Yokoda, Japan

and hours of thinking, research&development, testing in different wind and water conditions to bring you unforgetable experience riding
CrazyFly kiteboards – speed, comfort, great flex and maneuverability and unrepeatable feeling of freedom, power and adrenalin.

The testing of the new models went better then anyone had ever

Experience it yourself with unbreakable but still one of the lightest kiteboards in the world.

We absolutely love the CrazyFly boards. I first road one in
Barbados while working on the Caribbean article. The

boards are well constructed, have the easiest footstraps

Just got the boards and they look great,
I can't wait to try one out tomorrow.

the fins are the perfect size for the average rider.

Bertalan, SurfStation, Hungary

The '06 board looks very nice, like the finish on the bottom.
Dave, Five-Forty Kitesports UK

Andy, UpAHill, UK

to assemble (a huge plus from a retailer and traveler) and

expected! We are more then over satisfied with your boards.

I’ve got the board yesterday, it’s really awesome....

It’s superb, totally love it, it’s like riding butter, can hold down so much more speed.
Phil, Extreme Kites, UK

Board looks great with a lot of flex which is what we need here.
Vincent, Spain

you got the best crazy, speed, loose board, at Belmont I was

Fabio, Argentina

Adam, Catch Some Air USA

rippin! I love it!!first time out to sea, first 10 seconds of my upwind ride, I did a back loop

with kite loop! then I knew it would kick ass!! I am stoked!!!! this is crazy but the adrenaline

Great construction ,and nice shape , light.

I had the opportunity to test your boards in various

rush each time i think

Joao, Portugal

about it and go for it! big time air and landed it, sail away and smile!
Mike, USA

conditions. First it took some time to get used to the

huge flex they have. But after a few sessions I started to

Now I have had the 128x38 for just about 1 and a half month, and

like it and now the 128x36 is my personal favorite.

that have been giving me some ''sick'', nice riding out there. There

Gerry, Kite2Fly Austria, Mauritius, Spain, Thailand

is so many good things in this board that I really like after been
riding it, and got to know it.

...in the beginning was really focus on the big rocker the CrazyFly

The look of the board is impressive!

Your boards are ace!

Reese, Wind Chill, South Africa

Simon, Teesidepowerkites, UK

good reactivity.

The boards they look really nice. We love how they

Christophe, Kite Point, New Caledonia

are built and come complete and ready to ride.
Jeff, Prokitesurf, USA

What do I think about CrazyFly kiteboards?

THEY RIDE SUPER GOOD!!
Rock on!

Janne Riihelä, Finland

water, that's more made for ecip conditions xtrem flat water.
Jens Møller, Denmark

was happy with its comfort, flex and

THEY LOOK SUPER GOOD!!!

easier landing without dicking in, blid landings is easy in chopy
But the CrazyFly is the real world freestyle board.

... I was able to test the board and

THEY ARE SUPER-HIGH-QUALITY!!

board had, but now its just turn into be a perfect shape. Much

I picked them up yesterday afternoon, opened the box and was VERY
impressed with the finish of the boards!

The pictures on the CrazyFly website are nice, but seeing the boards first hand
is even more impressive!
Kaito Yokoda, Japan

We like a lot the quality is fantastic!
Jaume, Pipeline Mallorca

I have tried board i quite like it, very flexible, goes

upwind really nice, and lands very well on the water
Mostafa, UAE

The footpads transfer feelings and

Carbon is unique fibre with eminent

information from the board to the

stifness-weight ratio and hight
specific strength. This high

performance composite construction gives the board a
custom made feeling.

receptors of your feet. Only in case

side, the pads transfer power of your muscles to control

set up for different

which will not break in

during using…

still very light. Full wood

Wood is natural material with

Simple solution for complicated

dynamic strength and very good

the right area on the deck where you

unidirectional fibres, exhibit high

problem. You are allowed to choose

impact resistance. The only problem is relatively high

ussualy grab your board during air tricks and put there

(which is a bit fragile alone) we get optimum solution. We

grip allows comfortable and safe grip of the board.

use vertical laminated wood from ski industry and the

the self-sticking grip very easily. The original CrazyFly

reach the best profil for excelent flex.

structure used on the bottom makes the board faster
then others and scratch-proof against beach sand.

kiteboard is its flex. We spent a
lot of time of research and

development to adjust optimal strength – flexibility ratio
of our boards. Innovated asymmetrical flex tips provide

high performance riding, afford smooth landing and offer
joy and comfort ride. It also saves your knees in hard
choppy conditions.

ABS side walls are used in ski and

We produce our fins from the

for the top race models. Digital

market. G10 allocate excelent

snowboard industry for many years

best material availabe on the

optimized outline of the board made from 3-dimensional

strength, stiffness a durability. The profile of fins is

smooth carving and long term durability.

Despite their thickness, fins provide top performance

hand shaped and fine finished ABS rails guarantees

Each rider needs board

foot size and they turn

extreme conditions but is

Solved!

after hard landing.

radical thin to avoid any hydrodynamic resistance.
riding tested in the most extreme conditions.

board is too heavy.

We’ve found the solution!

How long will I glue the
sandpaper on the board in
order to avoid slippy grab?
Sharp edges are not
comfortable and they do
zig – zag during carving.

Do you know that
shark is one of

Fulfilled!

the fastest
animals in the
water? Check its

Board should be stiff and flexible at

bullet-proof bottom

immediate response. Very important

skin. We need the

the same time, with dynamic and

in case we make

for fast planing and excellent landing.

This is it!

crazy start on the
beach sand!

Every customer is looking for nice design, … visible

We’ve checked it!

real carbon is always sexy. And everything has to be
durable, UV stabile and scratch-proof.

Concave shaped bottom gives the

board speed, great maneuverability
and excellent performance on the

water. Board is highly stable in carves. You can feel the
difference comparing to flat shaped bottom.

Welcome in crazy world of tatoos!

Our boards are equiped
with the higgest quality
asymetrical adjustable

footstraps which provide great holding of your feet on the
board. Accurate stiffness and comfort.

Easy and fast set up for any foot size. Antitwist mounting
washers assure stable position of strap.

Completed!

Sorted out!

One of the main feature of the

Unique extruded

foil with shark skin

sometimes difficult to

others are too soft to pull my foot out

Finished!

best sandwich material HEREX. The core is CNC cut to

thermoplastic top sheet

riding and I’m tired of it.

you perfectly feel your board, you can be effective to

the move. Exact density of EVA is very important.

weight. In case of combination with lighter material

destroyed from choppy water

straps, but sometimes
they are soft,

control it exactly like conditions request. On the other

Some pads are too hard for landing and

My knees are almost

There are a lot of good

Are you able to make a
board which is easier to
control and more

No problem! Concave bottom.

Guys need very thin fins to be the fastest on the water! and very
strong and stiff during riding as well as undestroyable in case of
beach start.

Done!

If you are looking for the most radical board in our Pro line model range
120 is the right one. High-end construction, high performance

composites used for the absolut top class board. This ultra light board
is excellent for the highest jumps, comfortable landing, more than fast
planing, precise manoeuvreability and sophisticated up-wind riding.

120x36
2.0 kg

120x38
2.2 kg

bottom

127 Pro line model is our high-end and high performace board. Excellent for strong wind conditions.

Absolute unique flex in choppy water. You will definitely appreciate its light and strong construction and
perfection in upwind riding. Irresistable 127.

127x36
2.1 kg

127x38
2.2 kg

127x40
2.3 kg

bottom

Another high performance model from our Pro line with

outstanding ability to go upwind, early planning in lightwind
and easy maneuverability in strong wind. Its unbelievable

weight makes you free to do any trick or jumps that you have
been always dreaming about.

132x39
2.5 kg

132x41
2.6 kg

bottom

The biggest board from Pro line brothers. Also very light weight model immediately going upwind. Thanks to
its asymetrical flex control you will experience unforgetable comfort of ride. Built from top quality composite
materials, 137 boards are faster than ever. It can also match begginers requirements for the right board to
start kiteboarding.

137x37
2.5 kg

137x39
2.6 kg

137x41
2.7 kg

bottom

Let us present you our all terain vehicle.
Allround is a great board for light wind

If wind picks up a bit and others are still

conditions, suitable for both begginers and

sitting on the beach and waiting for more

advanced riders. Immediate planning, easy

knots, you can take your CrazyFly lightwind

control, no difficulty to jump and excellent

board and enjoy immediate planning. XCR

landing are one of the main characteristics of

make its upwind riding abilities better than

this model.. If you are looking for your first
board, you can not miss it.

ever. This model will find its place in hearts
145x41
2.6 kg

bottom

of begginers as well as experienced riders.

140x41
2.8 kg

154x41
3.3 kg

bottom

At the beginning of this idea, there were a lot of kids on the beach showing their interest in
kiteboarding. Kids are always curious and want to try everything.

The safety, controllability and depower of kites is better and better every day. We took a part

of our job and we proudly present kid´s boards as one of the first brands in the world. Let our
kids enjoy movements on the water and in the air. The kid´s line introduces two small
brothers of our pro line. The best solution for incoming pro riders.

Sorry men, this page is for women only!

We didn’t forget our sweet babies and we’ve created boards, which gives girls

fascinating feeling of riding, a lot of fun and essential adrenalin. The concept of these
boards is very simple: to build a board, which will accept lighter, gentle and beautiful

women’s body. Boards are suitable for expert women riders as well as for intermediate
and advanced girls.

112x32
1.7 kg

116x34
1.9 kg

bottom

127x38
2.3 kg

132x39
2.5 kg

bottom

Reinis Plavins, Latvia

Ricardo Parot, Chile

Margarida Ribeiro, Portugal

Lance Nunn, United Kingdom
Gerry Hagler, Austria

DIMENSIONS
WEIGHT
FINS

CORE
CONSTRUCTION
LEVEL OF RIDER
BEGINNER-ADVANCE-EXPERT
WIND CONDITIONS
LIGHT - MEDIUM - STRONG
WEIGHT OF RIDER
70 KG - 80 KG - 90 KG

Jens Møller, Denmark

120x36 120x38 127x36 127x38 127x40 132x39
2.0 KG

4.5 CM

2.2 KG

4.5 CM

2.1 KG
5 CM

2.2 KG
5 CM

2.3 KG
5 CM

2.5 KG
5 CM

132x41 137x37 137x39
2.6 KG
5 CM

2.5 KG
6 CM

2.6 KG
6 CM

Martyn Hogg, United Kingdom

137x41 140x41 154x41 145x41 112x32 116x34 127x38 132x39
2.7 KG
6 CM

2.8 KG
6 CM

3.3 KG
7 CM

2.6 KG
6 CM

1.7 KG

4.5 CM

1.9 KG

4.5 CM

2.3 KG
5 CM

2.5 KG
5 CM

Asia - South East
Alexandre de Ridder
alderi@tangokites.com
Australia
Sunshine Products Australia
tel: 0061 7 5491 9645
windsurf@bigpond.com.au
Austria
kite2fly
tel: 0043 664 411 69 57
austria@kite2fly.com
Balearic Islands
Pipe Surf Shop SL
tel: 0034 971 242 402
info@mallorcapipeline.com
Belgium
Matos Surf Shop
tel: 0032 2 410 64 91
info@matos.be
Canada
Prokitesurf/Precision Kites
tel: 001 361 883 1473
info@prokitesurf.com
Czech Republic
CrazyFly s.r.o.
tel: 00421 32 744 56 11
info@crazy-fly.com
Denmark
CrazyFly s.r.o.
tel: 00421 32 744 56 11
info@crazy-fly.com
list of dealers on:
www.crazy-fly.com

Estonia
SENSOLINE OÜ
tel: 00372 6 033 000
Kalev@kitezone.ee

Malta
demicoli@nextgen.net.mt

Finland
KiteImport Finland
tel: 00358 40 750 6469
jr@eiri.fi

tel: 00230 755 8343

Hungary
Surfstation
tel: 0036 30 9579 299
hifly@surfstation.hu
Chile
WetFly Ltda.
tel: 0056 9 624 0260
kitesurf@mail.com
Italy
CrazyFly s.r.o.
tel: 00421 32 744 56 11
info@crazy-fly.com
list of dealers on:
www.crazy-fly.com
Japan
Kaito Yokoda
tel: 0081 98 897 1708
crazy-fly@nirai.ne.jp
Latvia
DDE
tel: 00371 912 6497
velns@dde.lv
Lithuania
X-PRO Water Sports
tel: 00370 686 33993
xpro@surf.lt

Mauritius
Kite2fly Mauritius

South Africa
Wind Chill cc

mauritius@kite2fly.com

tel: 0027 82 8222 810

Mexico
Prokitesurf/Precision Kites
tel: 001 361 883 1473
info@prokitesurf.com
Netherlands
CrazyFly s.r.o.
tel: 00421 32 744 56 11
info@crazy-fly.com
list of dealers on:
www.crazy-fly.com
New Caledonia
Point Kite

tel: 00687 86 16 80

c.foussard@gmail.com
Poland
CrazyFly s.r.o.
tel: 00421 32 744 56 11
info@crazy-fly.com
list of dealers on:
www.crazy-fly.com
Portugal
João Luis Soares
tel: 00351 967 005 069
info@kitesurf-portugal.com
Russia
Vladimir Kutsenko
tel: 00372 6 275 880
vladimir@flysurfer.ee
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Slovakia
CrazyFly s.r.o.
tel: 00421 32 744 56 11
info@crazy-fly.com

hendrikz@discoverymail.co.za

Spain
Vincent Kirch
vkirch@vinosterraalta.com
Sweden
Kite Sweden
tel: 0046 920 228 250
info@kitesweden.se
Ukraine
Vladimir Kutsenko
tel: 00372 6 275 880
vladimir@flysurfer.ee
United Arab Emirates
Mostafa El Hussaini
tel:00971 507 586 992
ksurfkite@yahoo.com
United Kingdom
CrazyFly s.r.o.
tel: 00421 32 744 56 11
info@crazy-fly.com
list of dealers on:
www.crazy-fly.com
USA
Prokitesurf/Precision Kites
tel: 001 361 883 1473
info@prokitesurf.com

CrazyFly is a registered trademark.
Herex is a registered trademark.

Rider: Jeff Howard, Photo by: Gustav Schmiege

